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RollerFit Studio and Skate Shop

Milk Studio

Tucker
Little Groovers

F1

1:00 - 1:50 pm

Stacey
Figure It Out

2:00 - 2:50 pm

RI + RA

3:00 - 3:50 pm

Charmayne
The Original &
The Downtown

F1 + F2

4:00 - 4:50 pm

Matt & Amelia
So You’ve

Never Danced?

F1

5:00 - 5:50 pm 6:00 - 6:50 pm

Mel
Get On The
Grapevine

F2 + F3

7:00 - 7:50 pm

Megan
Ice-Cream Dance

F1

3:00 - 3:50 pm

Tony
Detroit To
The Max

F3 + F4

Carly
Slalom For

Quads 1

RB+

4:00 - 4:50 pm

Fi
Grade School

Intiation

F2

Tucker
Dance Skills
Download 2

F3 + F4

5:00 - 5:50 pm

Tony
Extreme

Downtown

F3 + F4

Amy
Connections

F2 + F3

6:00 - 6:50 pm

Tony
The Square
Formation

F2

Matt & Amelia
Learning Crazy

Legs Part 1

F2

Slam Factory

Park Skating Session
All levels with previous park 

skating experience

Rollerfit Team, Chu�ed Crew and 
Slam Factory Coaches

8:30 - 11:30 am

Key
F1  = Dance Fundamentals 1 (Beginner)

F2 = Dance Fundamentals 2 (Beginner Plus)

F3 = Dance Fundamentals 3 (Intermediate)

F4 = Dance Fundamentals 4 (Advanced)

RB+ = Rollerfit Development Beginner Plus

RI = Rollerfit Development Intermediate

RA = Rollerfit Development Advanced

*For detailed info about skill levels see the class description document or book

Tucker
Dance Skills
Download 1

F2 + F3

7:00 - 7:50 pm

Tony
Spot Rexxing

F3 + F4

Carly
Slalom Moves
For Quads 2

RI



Milk Studio
9:00 - 9:50 am
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Tucker
Dance Choreo 1

F2 + F3

9:00 - 9:50 am 10:00 - 10:50 am

Matt & Amelia
Crazy Legs
Variations

F3 + F4

11:00 - 11:50 am

Mel
Combo Flow

F2 + F3

12:00 - 12:50 pm

Fi
Add Some

Salt-N-Pepa Choreo

F2+ F3

1:00 - 1:50 pm

Fi
Diamonds And

Pivots

F2

2:00 - 2:50 pm

Carly
Small Space Moves

To Add To Your Flow 2

F2 + F3

RollerFit Studio and Skate Shop

Key
F1  = Dance Fundamentals 1 (Beginner)

F2 = Dance Fundamentals 2 (Beginner Plus)

F3 = Dance Fundamentals 3 (Intermediate)

F4 = Dance Fundamentals 4 (Advanced)

RB+ = Rollerfit Development Beginner Plus

RI = Rollerfit Development Intermediate

RA = Rollerfit Development Advanced

*For detailed info about skill levels see the class description document or book

Milk Studio

Comparison Is The Thief Of Joy
OFF SKATE TALK

Meet at Milk Studio pink brick wall

1:00 - 1:50 pm

Amelia

Tony
The Banana

and Emils

F3 + F4

10:00 - 10:50 am

Bowzer
Start Your No
Toe Stop Life

F2

Amy & Stacey
Slide On In

F3 + F4

11:00 - 11:50 am

Tony
The Hourglass

F2 + F3

12:00 -12:50 pm

Tucker
Spin + Drop

F3 + F4

Stacey
Combo Creation

F2 + F3

1:00 - 1:50 pm

Tucker
Dance Choreo 2

F3 + F4

Amy & Stacey
A Little Bit Of This,
A Little Bit Of That

F3 + F4

2:00 - 2:50 pm

Tony
Max Downtown

And Fire Drills

F3 + F4

Charmayne
Zero

Fundamentals

F2

3:00 - 3:50 pm

Tony
G-Slide Variations

F4

Matt & Amelia
Learning Crazy

Legs 2

F2 + F3

Carly
Snakewalk
Variations

F2 + F3

Carly
Small Space Moves
To Add To The Flow 1

F1 + F2



Roller�t Development Skills – Beginner Plus

Slalom for Quads 1 with Carly Cakes

Rollerfit Development Skill levels are just like your regular 
Rollerfit class! Beginner Plus skaters can move forwards 
comfortably and do a few moves like balancing on one foot, 
shoot the ducks, and plow stops. Sound familiar? Then the 
classes below are for you!

Slalom skating is a great way to learn to control your roll. 
We’ll learn to weave our way through the cones without 
knocking them over.

Required knowledge: You’ve seen people skating through 
cones before and are keen to have a go! No previous slalom 
experience needed. Skaters should be comfortable
skating forwards. 

Roller�t Development Skills - Intermediate

Rollerfit Development Skill levels are just like your regular 
Rollerfit class! Intermediate skaters are those who’ve been 
coming to Rollerfit classes for a while, played derby or have 
been honing their skills at home. Our intermediate classes 
are aimed at those that want to learn more skills and 
techniques. To attend the classes below you must be able 
to skate backwards, turn around, do all 4 stops, balance on 
one foot in a spiral position and jump.

Slalom for Quads 2 with Carly Cakes 

We’ll work on some tricky slalom moves that will really test 
your control (and memory!). Forwards, backwards, 
sidewards – we’ll make our way through all directions!

Figure It Out with Stacey

Get your art on as Stacey shows you the ropes of Figures 
and taps into all 8 edges you have to play with on skates. It 
was always Stacey’s dream to have her own Figure circles 
so we brought those dreams to life in the RollerFit Studio 
and Skate Shop, now you can play with all those edges and 
fun sequences just like little Stacey. 

Required knowledge: Skaters must have knowledge of edge 
work, working on or be able to perform 3 turns, and 
comfortably balance on one foot whilst holding an edge.

Required knowledge: You’ve done some slalom in the past 
and are keen to boost your skills! Skaters should be 
comfortable skating forwards, backwards and turning.

Roller�t Development Skills - Advanced

Figure It Out with Stacey

Rollerfit Development Skill levels are just like your regular 
Rollerfit class! Advanced classes cater for those seasoned 
skaters out there. To attend these classes you must be able 
to skate backward with cross pulls, turn around at speed, do 
all 4 stops, balance on one foot in a spiral position,
and jump 180. 

Get your art on as Stacey shows you the ropes of Figures 
and taps into all 8 edges you have to play with on skates. It 
was always Stacey’s dream to have her own Figure circles 
so we brought those dreams to life in the RollerFit Studio 
and Skate Shop, now you can play with all those edges and 
fun sequences just like little Stacey.

Required knowledge: Skaters must have knowledge of 
edge work, working on or be able to perform 3 turns, and 
comfortably balance on one foot whilst holding an edge.



Rhythm Roller Dance – Fundamentals 1 (Beginner)

So You’ve Never Danced? with Matt and Amelia

Fundamentals 1 classes teach the basic movements of 
rhythm skating including stepping, shifting weight, rolling 
and momentum. Please note that to take part in these 
classes you will need to be able to confidently skate 
forward, stop and turn around. Backwards skating ability is 
highly recommended. Skill levels of Rollerfit Development 
do not translate equally to skill levels of dance skating. 
Dance skating skill levels are based on fundamental 
knowledge of di�erent movements, sequences and the 
speed of routines.

Never roller danced or rhythm skated before? Wanna try? 
Let Matt and Amelia set you on the right course with some 
Absolute Beginner dance skills to get your groove on. Learn 
how to get stepping, shift your weight and move around 
with a bit of bop. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be able to roll 
forwards, stop, and turn around. 

Small Space Moves to Add to Your Flow 1
with Carly Cakes 

We’ll work on some moves you can do in a small space. We’ll 
focus on moves that will get you comfortable transferring 
weight from leg to leg and front to back, which is a key for 
dance skating! The idea is to combine these moves to build 
up a flow. 

Required knowledge: You feel pretty comfortable on your 
skates and want to learn some dance-focused fundamentals.

Rhythm Roller Dance – Fundamentals 2 (Beginner Plus)

Fundamentals 2 classes focus on more di�cult foot 
positions and movements like slides and rolling turns. 
Building on Fundamentals 1, it is assumed that skaters can 
do the base sequence of the Zero and Downtown. Please 
note that to take part in these classes you will need to be 
able to confidently skate forward, stop and turn around. 
Confident backwards skating is highly recommended. Skill 
levels of Rollerfit Development do not translate equally to 
skill levels of dance skating. Dance skating skill levels are 
based on fundamental knowledge of di�erent movements, 
sequences and the speed of routines.

You can learn your first-ever combo, the Ice-Cream Dance! 
This little groove is for the absolute beginners and covers 
basic stepping and pivot work. 

Required knowledge: No previous dance knowledge 
required. Skaters should be comfortable skating forwards, 
stopping and turning around.

Ice-Cream Dance with Megan 

This one is for all those little groovers on wheels! Tucker is 
here to introduce your little roller to dancing on skates with 
learning some base moves and sequences. 

Required knowledge: No previous dance knowledge 
required. Skaters should be comfortable skating forwards, 
stopping and turning around.

Little Groovers with Tucker 



Dance Skills Download 1 with Tucker

Dance Choreo 1 with Tucker

This class is jam-packed with a bunch of ingredients to add 
to your dance repertoire and may even help you on the way 
to achieving cr*zy legs. Tucker will cover the Zero, crabwalk, 
walks, manuals, step touch and rock step. These moves will be 
used in Tucker’s Dance Choreo 1 class so you can learn how to 
piece  your new skills together.

Required knowledge: Skaters should be able to roll forward, 
stop, and feel comfortable balancing on one foot
for a few seconds.

Learn to get the whole body grooving with our fave choreo 
inspo, Tucker. You’ll get a whole new groove going with this 
choreo / combo class made from moves learnt in Tucker’s 
Dance Skills Download 1 class. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be able to roll forward, 
stop, and feel comfortable balancing on one foot for a few 
seconds.

The Square Formation with Tony 
It’s all in the name for this one. In this class Tony will take 
you through the Square Formation, learning Square Tight, 
Square Left and Sliding Doors. Sounds fancy right! This is 
also a great class for you and your crew because you will 
team up in groups of 4 for the formation. 

Required knowledge: Along with the basics of being able to 
skate forwards, backwards, turn and stop, skaters should 
also be confident with Downtown Grade School 1-3 and the 
Zero including levels 1 and 2.

Small Space Moves to Add to Your Flow 1
with Carly Cakes  

We’ll work on some moves you can do in a small space. We’ll 

focus on moves that will get you comfortable transferring 
weight from leg to leg and front to back, which is a key for 
dance skating! The idea is to combine these moves to build 
up a flow.

Required knowledge: You feel pretty comfortable on your 
skates and want to learn some dance-focused 
fundamentals.

Even if you’re new to the roller dance and rhythm skating 
world, we are sure you’ve seen someone looking like the 
coolest cat whilst flowing in their Crazy Legs world. If you’re 
like most semi-fresh dance skaters, Crazy Legs is the move 
you want to nail first. Matt and Amelia are here to get you 
started on your Crazy Legs journey by breaking down the 
fundamental movements that build up to proper
Crazy Legs. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should feel comfortable on 
their skates and understand how to shift their weight 
forwards-backwards and side-to-side. Feeling confident 
with moves like dribbling, strut walk and crab walk
will help too. 

Learning Crazy Legs Part 1 with Matt and Amelia 

Did you conquer Learning Crazy Legs Part 1 or maybe 
you’ve been working towards getting those Crazy Legs 
going for a while? Matt and Amelia have more Crazy Legs 
building blocks and wisdom to share. So get those leg 
muscles warmed up and get ready to nail this move! 

Required knowledge: Participation in Learning Crazy Legs 
Part 1 or are already working towards Crazy Legs. Skaters 
should feel comfortable on their skates and understand 
how to shift their weight forwards-backwards and 
side-to-side. Feeling confident with moves like dribbling, 
strut walk and crab walk will help too.

Learning Crazy Legs Part 2 with Matt and Amelia 



The Original and Downtown for Beginners
with Charmayne

A class for anyone looking to get started in dance, The 
Original and The Downtown are two classic moves that are 
simple enough for beginners but with many fun variations 
to keep you going as your roller dance skills progress. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be able to roll forward, 
stop, and feel comfortable balancing on one foot
for a few seconds.

Zero Fundamentals with Charmayne  
Learn the basic foundational dance skate move known as 
“The Zero”. We’ll also touch on some beginner variations of 
the move.

Required knowledge: Skaters should be able to roll forward, 
stop, and be comfortable putting weight on one leg and 
gliding backwards a short distance.

Grade School Initiation with Fi
So you know the Downtown? Now let Fi take you into the 
endless world of Grade School, which has countless 
variations of the Downtown. This class will cover numbers 1 – 
8 of Grade School. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be able to roll forward, 
stop, and feel comfortable balancing on one foot for a few 
seconds. Knowledge of the base Downtown movement will 
also be required.

Start Your No-Toe-Stop-Life with Bowzer   

Maybe you’ve been dancing for a little while but haven’t 
had the confidence to swap those toe stops for jam plugs 
yet? Let the ultimate groover, Bowzer, take you through the 
basics of how to adjust to the no-toe-stop-life.

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable 
skating forwards, backwards, turning around, and should 
also be able to plow stop and t-stop.

Want to achieve that flow you see skaters flaunt on Insta? 
Well, Amy is going to show you how to find your flow and 
connect di�erent moves to create combos and sequences 
to unlock your flair and style.

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable 
skating forwards and backwards as well as balancing on 
one leg whilst rolling forwards and backwards. Skaters 
should also be working towards or be confident
with Crazy Legs.

Connections with Amy

We know you hear things through the Grapevine all the 
time, but now it's time to get on the Grapevine and 
embrace all those twists and turns. This class will break 
down the base movements of the Grapevine and introduce 
you to some fun variations.

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable 
skating forwards and backwards as well as balancing on 
one leg whilst rolling forwards and backwards. Skaters 
should also be confident with bubbles, twizzles, manuals 
and pivot turns.

Get on the Grapevine with Mel O’Dell

Combo Flow with Mel O’Dell  

You know how you watch skaters e�ortlessly weave 
together dance moves to make some really cool, fun and 
flowy combos. Well, this class is all about learning one of 
those combos from one of the flowiest groovers on the 
RollerFit team. Mel oozes e�ortless style when she dances, 
let her show you how to loosen up and go with the flow.



Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable 
skating forwards and backwards as well as balancing on 
one leg whilst rolling forwards and backwards. Skaters 
should also be working towards or be confident
with Crazy Legs.

Diamonds and Pivots with Fi

Diamonds and pearls are always nice, but you know what’s 
also great, diamonds and pivots. These two moves are a 
great foundation for rhythm skating and roller dance, 
making a fun addition to any combo. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable 
skating forwards and backwards as well as balancing on 
one leg whilst rolling forwards and backwards.

Add Some Salt-N-Pepa with Fi

Get funky with some classic 90s R&B tunes as Fi lays down 
a choreographed routine to Salt-N-Pepa’s absolute banger 
“Shoop”. Don’t be afraid to get loose and sing along in this 
class, it’s all about the vibes here.

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable 
skating forwards and backwards as well as balancing on 
one leg whilst rolling forwards and backwards.

Max Downtown and Fire Drills with Tony 

You should also be able to do moves such as a 3 count 
Downtown at a medium-fast pace. Skill levels of Rollerfit 
Development do not translate equally to skill levels of 
dance skating. Dance skating skill levels are based on 
fundamental knowledge of di�erent movements, 
sequences and the speed of routines. 

Fundamentals 3 classes are all about variations on base 
moves and introduce intermediate level skills such as Crazy 
Legs and the Banana. Please note that to take part in this 
class you will need to be able to confidently skate forwards 
and backwards with cross pulls, be able to stop and turn 
around, and have experience in Beginner Plus Dance moves.

No, it’s not time to get down low and go, go, go. It’s time to 
get your roll on with some new Downtown Variations like the 
Flip It Out, Single Beat, Turn and Slide, Squares and Sliding 
Doors.

Required knowledge: Skaters should be confident with the 
Downtown and Grade School 1-4. 

The Hourglass with Tony 

Like sand through the hourglass, so are the days of dancing 
at the RollerFit Retreat. Forget the soap operas, now it's 
time to learn some flair of your own with The Hourglass. 
Tony will break down the base move and add some style 
with transitions in and out of the Hourglass
to the Downtown. 

Rhythm Roller Dance – Fundamentals 3 (Intermediate)

Teamwork makes the dream work! This is a collaborative 
class where Stacey will help the group create their own 
combo. Stacey will dole out all the tips and tricks on 
tapping into your creativity and finding your own flow in 
connecting moves together. Did I mention that this class 
will be set to an Usher soundtrack! We are bringing those 
Flippers World rink vibes to Darkinjung Country y’all!

Combo Creation with Stacey

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable with 
moves like the Zero, Downtown, heel slides,
and basic stepping.



Extreme Downtown with Tony 

Time to turn up the heat and take your Downtown game to 
the next level. In this class, Tony will take you through some 
killer new Downtown Variations like Pirouet, Leon, U-Turn, 
Inverted T-Stop and the Sweet T. This class will also include 
some combos of classic Downtown moves.
Now that’s the tea!

The Banana and Emils with Tony 

Want to get flowy, then the Banana is the move for you! 
Tony will take you through the base move of the Banana 
and Emils so you can get your groove on in style. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be very confident with 
the Downtown and should also be comfortable crossing 
over, 3 rotation spins, and balancing on one
leg whilst rolling.

Required knowledge: Skaters should be very confident with 
the Downtown and should also be comfortable crossing 
over, 3 rotation spins, and balancing on one
leg whilst rolling.

Spot Rexxing with Tony 

Learn Spot Rexxing with Tony to take your flow up a notch. 
This move is similar to the Emils so if like us, you’re a sucker 
for that move then this class is for you. This class will cover 
Spot Rexxing and 4 variations.

Required knowledge: Skaters should be very confident with 
the Downtown, Emils and Banana. Knowledge of Military 
Turns will also come in handy.

Detroit to the Max with Tony 

There’s no denying that the Detroit is an absolute classic 
move. Now you can take the Detroit love and times it by six. 
Six, is the number of Detroit variations Tony will teach in this 
class including the Leon Detroit, Detroit Slide, Double 
Detroit, Detroit Run Around and the Roundtrip. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be confident with the 
base Detroit move, skating on toe wheels, toe spins, and 
the base move of the Leon and Crazy Legs.

Dance Skills Download 1 with Tucker

This class is jam-packed with a bunch of ingredients to add 
to your dance repertoire and may even help you on the way 
to achieving cr*zy legs. Tucker will cover the Zero, crabwalk, 
walks, manuals, step touch and rock step. These moves will 
be used in Tucker’s Dance Choreo 1 class so you can learn 
how to piece your new skills together.

Required knowledge: Skaters should be able to roll forward, 
stop, and feel comfortable balancing on one foot
for a few seconds.

Dance Choreo 1 with Tucker

Learn to get the whole body grooving with our major 
choreo inspo, Tucker. You’ll get a whole new groove going 
with this choreo / combo class made from moves learnt in 
Tucker’s Dance Skills Download 1 class. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be able to roll forward, 
stop, and feel comfortable balancing on one foot
for a few seconds.

Required knowledge: Skaters should be confident with 
turning and using their edges. Knowledge of the 
Downtown and a few Downtown variations will
also be required for this class.



Dance Skills Download 2 with Tucker

This class is loaded with a bunch of ingredients to add to 
your dance repertoire. You’ll learn some slides, plug work, 
spins, heel variations, military turns, corks, and one-footed 
variations that will seriously level up your next dance sesh. 
These moves will be used in Tucker’s Dance Choreo 2 class 
so you can learn how to piece your new skills together.

Required knowledge: In addition to the requirements of 
Fundamentals 3, skaters should be able to heel-toe spin, 
and feel comfortable with jam plugs or no toe stops.

Dance Choreo 2 with Tucker
Learn to get the whole body moving with our major choreo 
inspo, Tucker. You’ll get a whole new groove going with this 
choreo / combo class made from moves learnt in Tucker’s 
Dance Skills Download 2 class.

Required knowledge: Skaters should have knowledge of 
intermediate/advanced moves like cr*zy legs, spins, turning, 
plug work etc.

Spin and Drop with Tucker

Learn how to switch up those spins with di�erent spin 
variations and keep the momentum for a whirlwind of a 
time. Once you get it all up top, it will be time to drop it 
down low and work on some floor work movements.

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable with 
spinning multiple rotations and feel stable with floor work 
on jam plugs. 

Connections with Amy

Want to achieve that flow you see skaters flaunt on Insta? 
Well, Amy is going to show you how to find your flow and 
connect di�erent moves to create combos, sequences and 
unlock your flair and style.

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable 
skating forwards and backwards as well as balancing on 
one leg whilst rolling forwards and backwards. Skaters 
should also be working towards or be confident
with Crazy Legs.

A Little Bit of This, A Little Bit of That
with Amy and Stacey 

Amy and Stacey are joining forces and knowledge in this 
class that gives you some tasters and tips on a bunch of 
their fave moves. It's gonna be a little bit of spins and
Crazy Legs variations to go with some fun and upbeat
4-8 count combos. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable 
skating forwards and backwards as well as balancing on 
one leg whilst rolling forwards and backwards. Skaters 
should also be comfortable with Crazy Legs, Downtown
and Zero.

Slide on In with Amy & Stacey

This class is about all things slide. Think G-Slide, Flamingo 
Slides and Turns, Toe-Toe Switch Slides. All the slides to 
make you the smoothest groover on the dance floor. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable 
skating forwards and backwards as well as balancing on 
one leg whilst rolling forwards and backwards. Knowledge 
of heel slides is also required. 



Snakewalk Variations with Carly Cakes 

So you think you know the snakewalk? Let’s work on some 
slithery snakewalk variations. 

Required knowledge: You’ve worked on the snakewalk and 
are keen to level up your skills.

Learning Crazy Legs Part 2 with Matt and Amelia 

Did you conquer Learning Crazy Legs Part 1 or maybe 
you’ve been working towards getting those Crazy Legs 
going for a while? Matt and Amelia have more Crazy Legs 
building blocks and wisdom to share. So get those leg 
muscles warmed up and get ready to nail this move! 

Required knowledge: Participation in Learning Crazy Legs 
Part 1 or already be working towards Crazy Legs. Skaters 
should feel comfortable on their skates and understand 
how to shift their weight forwards-backwards and 
side-to-side. Feeling confident with moves like dribbling, 
strut walk and crab walk will help too.

Crazy Legs Variations with Matt and Amelia  

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable with 
the base Crazy Legs movement. Skaters should also be 
confident with rotations, pivots, balancing on one leg
and shifting weight between legs.

Got those Crazy Legs locked in and looking to take them to 
the next level? Matt and Amelia have you covered with 
some mind boggling, thigh burning and seriously fun
Crazy Legs variations to do solo and with your dance crew. 

Get on the Grapevine with Mel O’Dell 

We know you hear things through the Grapevine all the 
time, but now it's time to get on the Grapevine and 
embrace all those twists and turns. This class will break 
down the base movements of the Grapevine and 
introduce you to some fun variations. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable 
skating forwards and backwards as well as balancing on 
one leg whilst rolling forwards and backwards. Skaters 
should also be confident with bubbles, twizzles,
manuals and pivot turns.

Small Space Moves to Add to Your Flow 2
with Carly Cakes 

We’ll work on some moves you can do in a small space. The 
idea is to combine these moves to build up a flow.
 
Required knowledge: You can comfortably step from leg to 
leg, do cross overs and pivot on your heels and toes.

Teamwork makes the dream work! This is a collaborative 
class where Stacey will help the group create their own 
combo. Stacey will dole out all the tips and tricks on 
tapping into your creativity and finding your own flow in 
connecting moves together. Did I mention that this class 
will be set to an Usher soundtrack! We are bringing those 
Flippers World rink vibes to Darkinjung Country y’all!

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable with 
moves like the Zero, Downtown, heel slides,
and basic stepping.

Combo Creation with Stacey



Rhythm Roller Dance – Fundamentals 4 (Inter + / Advanced)

Dance Skills Download 2 with Tucker

Fundamentals 4 classes are all about upping the di�culty level 
of intermediate moves through variations and dance combos. 
Please note to take part in these classes you will need to be 
able to confidently skate forward and backwards with cross 
pulls, be able to stop and turn around, have unlocked 
intermediate moves like the Banana and Crazy Legs, and be 
able to do sequences such as a 3 count downtown at a fast 
pace. Skill levels of Rollerfit Development do not translate 
equally to skill levels of dance skating. Dance skating skill levels 
are based on fundamental knowledge of di�erent movements, 
sequences and the speed of routines.

This class is jam-packed with a bunch of ingredients to add 
to your dance repertoire. You’ll learn some slides, plug work, 
spins, heel variations, military turns, corks, and one-footed 
variations that will seriously level up your next dance sesh. 
These moves will be used in Tucker’s Dance Choreo 2 class 
so you can learn how to piece your new skills together.

Required knowledge: In addition to the requirements of 
Fundamentals 3 and 4, skaters should be able to heel-toe 
spin, and feel comfortable with jam plugs.

Dance Choreo 2 with Tucker

Learn to get the whole body moving with our major choreo 
inspo, Tucker. You’ll get a whole new groove going with this 
choreo / combo class made from moves learnt in Tucker’s 
Dance Skills Download 2 class.

Required knowledge: Skaters should have knowledge of 
intermediate/advanced moves like cr*zy legs, spins, turning, 
plug work etc. 

Learn how to switch up those spins with di�erent spin 
variations and keep the momentum for a whirlwind of a 
time. Once you get it all up top, it will be time to drop it 
down low and work on some floor work movements. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable with 
spinning multiple rotations and feel stable with floor work 
on jam plugs.

Spin and Drop with Tucker

There’s no denying that the Detroit is an absolute classic 
move. Now you can take the Detroit love and times it by six. 
Six, is the number of Detroit variations Tony will teach in this 
class including the Leon Detroit, Detroit Slide, Double 
Detroit, Detroit Run Around and the Roundtrip. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be confident with the 
base Detroit move, skating on toe wheels, toe spins, and 
base move of the Leon and Cr*zy Legs. 

Detroit to the Max with Tony 

Combo Flow with Mel O’Dell

You know how you watch skaters e�ortlessly weave 
together dance moves to make some really cool, fun and 
flowy combos. Well, this class is all about learning one of 
those combos from one of the flowiest groovers on the 
RollerFit team. Mel oozes e�ortless style when she
dances, let her show you how to loosen up and go
with the flow. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable 
skating forwards and backwards as well as balancing on 
one leg whilst rolling forwards and backwards. Skaters 
should also be working towards or be confident
with Crazy Legs.



Learn Spot Rexxing with Tony to take your flow up a notch. 
This move is similar to the Emils so if like us, you’re a sucker 
for that move then this class is for you. This class will cover 
Spot Rexxing and 4 variations. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be very confident with 
the Downtown, Emils and Banana. Knowledge of Military 
Turns will also come in handy.  

Spot Rexxing with Tony 

The Banana and Emils with Tony 

Want to get flowy, then the Banana is the move for you! 
Tony will take you through the base move of the Banana 
and Emils so you can get your groove on in style. 

Required knowledge: Skaters should be very confident with 
the Downtown and should also be comfortable crossing 
over, 3 rotation spins, and balancing on one leg whilst 
rolling.

Extreme Downtown with Tony 

Time to turn up the heat and take your Downtown game to 
the next level. In this class, Tony will take you through some 
killer new Downtown Variations like Pirouet, Leon, U-Turn, 
Inverted T-Stop and the Sweet T. This class will also include 
some combos of classic Downtown moves.
Now that’s the tea!

Required knowledge: Skaters should be very confident with 
the Downtown and should also be comfortable crossing 
over, 3 rotation spins, and balancing on one
leg whilst rolling.

G-Slide Variations with Tony 

Got that base G-Slide locked in? Have a go at some brain 
bending variations of the G-Slide with Tony. These G-Slide 
variations could include the Forward, Return, Four Corners, 
Let’s Bounce, Turn It Around, Extended, and the Turn About. 
Tony has a whole heap of G-Slide Variations up his sleeve so 
show up and see what you can tease out of him. 
Time to turn up the heat and take your Downtown game to 
the next level. In this class, Tony will take you through some 
killer new Downtown Variations like Pirouet, Leon, U-Turn, 
Inverted T-Stop and the Sweet T. This class will also include 
some combos of classic Downtown moves.
Now that’s the tea!

Amy and Stacey are joining forces and knowledge in this 
class that gives you some tasters and tips on a bunch of 
their fave moves. It's gonna be a little bit of spins and Crazy 
Legs variations to go with some fun and upbeat
4-8 count combos.
 
Required knowledge: Skaters should be comfortable 
skating forwards and backwards as well as balancing on 
one leg whilst rolling forwards and backwards. Skaters 
should also be comfortable with Crazy Legs,
Downtown and Zero.

A Little Bit of This, A Little Bit of That with Amy and Stacey 

Required knowledge: In addition to Fundamentals 4 
assumed skills and knowledge, skaters should be very 
confident with the base G-Slide movement or know some 
G-Slide variations. 



Let’s Talk it Out

Locations & How To Find The Retreat

We’ve all been there, watching skaters online and in the 
realm of social media and seeing their mind blowing skills or 
their continuous progression and thinking “why can’t I do this 
yet?”. We compare ourselves to others in so many facets of 
life, but in skating, a sport where there’s always room for 
progression and so much online content flowing in from your 
devices, it’s easy to fall into the habit of comparing ourselves 
to others. This kicks o� a cycle that can suck the joy out of 
what should be a fun outlet. In this chat, Dr. Amelia Wheeler 
will facilitate an open, safe and respectful discussion about 
experiences and e�ects of comparison in skating.   

Parking in Erina Plaza complex and surrounding streets near 
Central Coast Adventist school / Harvey Norman 

Milk Studios has smooth wooden floors and Rollerfit Studio is 
polished concrete floors, both have a bit of slip to them. 
Newer roller dane skaters may want to wear a soft wheel or 
low 90s wheel, experienced dance skaters 95a or 97a.

Please make sure your wheels are clean before attending  the 
RollerFit Retreat weekend. All roller skaters are required to 
have plugs/toe stops in at all times unless your plate does not 
have a place for plugs/stoppers. Please make sure no metal is 
exposed from your stoppers. 

Slam Factory Indoor Skate Park 
93 Gavenlock Rd, Tuggerah, NSW, 2259
Parking available on surrounding streets 

Roller�t Studio and Skate Shop 
Erina Plaza 
Shop 11a / 210 Central Coast Highway, Erina, NSW. 2250

Milk Studios
Erina Plaza 
Shop 9/210 The Entrance Rd, Erina, NSW, 2250

 

Comparison is the Thief of Joy with Amelia

During RollerFit events we love making time for skaters to 
come together, chat, discuss and learn from one another 
with talks facilitated by some of our awesome team.

Milk
Studios

Parking

Rollerfit Studios

Central Coast H
ighway

Karalta Ln


